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PRESENTERS
follow the conversation
#ISPA_payments

Moderator: ANASTASIYA DENISOVA
(Economist, WBG)

Speaker: HARISH NATARAJAN
(Lead Financial Sector Specialist, WGB)
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Moderator: SILVIA BAUR
(Development Economist, CGAP)

Speaker: CAROLINE PULVER
(Financial Inclusion & Payments Expert,
WBG Consultant)

Speaker: QUANITA KHAN
(G2P Payments Expert, WBG Consultant)
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AGENDA
1. What is ISPA?
2. Supporting environment for SP Payments
Questions and answers on Supporting environment
4. Assessment of payment delivery
Questions and answers on Payment delivery
mechanisms
Bonus Track!
Brief overview and stock take of SP Payments Inventory
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A set of practical tools that

WHAT IS
ISPA?

(Inter-Agency Social Protection
Assessments)

help countries improve their
social protection system by
analyzing its strengths and
weaknesses and offering
options for further action

www.ispatools.org

WHAT DOES A TOOL INCLUDE?
“What Matters”
Guidance
•Lays technical foundation for
assessment
•Provides good practices from
international experience
•Provides instructions to gather
information
•Describes how the assessment
is organized

Questionnaire
Gathers qualitative and
quantitative information
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Assessment Matrix
Assesses against the agreed
criteria on a four point scale

Country Report
•Presents the findings
•Highlights strengths and
weaknesses in relation
to good international practice
•Summarizes complex landscape
of policies and institutions
•Provide policy options to be
used as jumping off point
for future dialogue between
stakeholders

Implementation
Guidelines
Outlines the process of
application of ISPA tools
from start to completion

ISPA Payments tool
• Tool objective
Assess the mechanisms to deliver cash or near cash SP transfers,
primarily targeted to poor and vulnerable populations
Framework:
- Supporting environment for SP G2P
- Country SP system
- Payment delivery mechanism for specific program
CRITERIA
ACCESSIBILITY
www.ispatools.org

ROBUSTNESS

INTEGRATION

Assessment findings

www.ispatools.org
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Supporting environment
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Supporting financial environment
Areas

Financial sector

Policy, regulation and legislation

ID
ICT
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Indicators
Financial institutions
Financial access points
Interoperability
Agency rules for banks/non-banks
Proportionate KYC requirements
e-money guidelines
Basic bank accounts
Financial inclusion

Score

Procurement
Government payments
National ID
Mobile Network Coverage
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Supporting financial environment
• Banking retail infrastructure is dominated by three banks Public Bank, Private Bank and ABC. There are nearly three
thousand bank agents offered by six banks in Twiga. The top three banks by number of bank agents are ABC (55%),
Private Bank (14%) and DEF (11%). Public Bank has no bank agents.
• Despite significant progress in developing the retail payment products, full interoperability of ATMs and POS is yet to be
achieved in Twiga. The retail payments switches are available through Visa/MasterCard. Twiga Postal Bank (TPB) with its
network 48 branches has presence in every district of the country and plays an important role in reaching the remote areas
of the country.
• There are three mobile network operators in Twiga: Ugo, Paco and Luis, and the new entrant Donald. Mobile network
operators interconnected their mobile money services in 2014 through a series of bilateral agreements, the last to join was
Paco service which should be interconnected by the close of 2018.
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Supporting financial environment
• The Central Bank through its National Payment System Act and its guidelines provides a legal framework allowing banks
and non-banks to be licensed providers of payment services through agents.
• 45% of the adult population is within 5km of a financial access point (5km is an upper limit for a convenient walking
distance). Financial access points are dominated by mobile money agents who account for 81% of presence, 12% are
provided by non-bank POS based payment providers, the remaining 7% is made up of ATMs, Bank branches, MFI
branches, merchant POS, and Post office branches.
• Twiga has a draft financial inclusion strategy that is yet to be adopted, discussions with stakeholders are ongoing.
Although there are no mandated characteristics of a basic bank account (no KYC flexibility for basic bank accounts) the
large number of potential customers (1 m beneficiaries) of the WAITT program has called the attention of PSP.
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How would you rate the supporting environment for
Twiga?
Areas
Financial sector

Policy, regulation and legislation

ID
ICT
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Indicators
Financial institutions
Financial access points
Interoperability
Agency rules for banks/non-banks
Proportionate KYC requirements
e-money guidelines
Basic bank accounts
Financial inclusion

Score

Procurement
Government payments
National ID
Mobile Network Coverage
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How would you rate the supporting environment for Twiga?
Areas

Indicators

Score

Financial institutions

3

Financial access points

4

Interoperability

2

Agency rules for banks/non-banks

3

Proportionate KYC requirements

2

e-money guidelines

3

Basic bank accounts

2

Financial inclusion

2

Procurement

1

Government payments

1

ID

National ID

4

ICT

Mobile Network Coverage

3

Financial sector

Policy, regulation and legislation
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Payment delivery mechanism

www.ispatools.org

Payment delivery mechanisms WAITT program
Criteria

Description

Score

Cost of access
1.Accessibility

Appropriateness
Rights and dignity
Reliability

2. Robustness

Governance
Security

3. Integration

www.ispatools.org

Financial inclusion
Coordination
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Payment delivery mechanisms: Accessibility
ACCESSIBILITY
Concerns how convenient the payment mechanisms are for beneficiaries with respect to cost of access as well as
how appropriate they are with respect to the needs of target groups including the poor, elderly, illiterate, women,
and disabled. It also takes into consideration if beneficiaries are communicated about delivery of payments and if
they are offered choice of their preferred payments mechanisms.

• Average payment collection time for beneficiaries: 2-4 hours
• Average travel time for beneficiaries, return trip from home to payment point: 2-3 hours rural, 50-60 mins
urban
• Average number of beneficiaries per payment point: 300
• Cost to beneficiary as % of value of the transfer: 5%

www.ispatools.org
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Payment delivery mechanisms: Robustness
ROBUSTNESS:
Addresses the reliability of payments. Good governance of the payment process includes clearly
defined roles and responsibilities, as well as timely and accurate reporting. Maintaining the
integrity of the process through sound regulation and oversight is key to mitigating the risk of
leakage.
•

Over the past 12 months what percentage of payments to cash transfer recipients were delayed, that is, paid outside of the established payment window: 0%

•

Over the past 12 months what percentage of allowances to workers tasked with delivering payments were late and how late were they and/or: Not available

•

Over the past 12 months what percentage of PSP’s invoices were paid late and what was the length of delay versus the contracted invoice settlement period. Not
available

•

Audit review of the payment procedures in last 12 months: None

•

Number of days after the close of payment window for the report on payments to reach the center: 10 days

•

Individual transaction level data reported back to center at the end of each payment window (not a special request or only available in district center): 3%

•

Percentage of payments made with secure authentication (two factor authentication for payments to recipients): 100%

•

Straight through processing for payroll processing: Yes

•

Number of exceptions/manual interventions to straight through processing: None

www.ispatools.org
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Payment delivery mechanisms: Integration
INTEGRATION:
Addresses the coordination & interoperability of payment mechanisms. Integration can involve coordination of
payments from different payers within government across multiple ministries, agencies, and social protection
programs. This also speaks to the issue of flexible payment delivery mechanisms that allow for changes in
transfer values and for dynamic beneficiary registry lists to reflect program entry and exit. Integration also
reflects the ability of the payment mechanism to facilitate financial inclusion and for other payment needs, such
as making and receiving remittances and bill payments and more generally, to function as a full-fledged
transaction account.

• Percentage of beneficiaries paid through a transaction account : 0%
• Number other financial services available through the payment delivery mechanism: 0
• Number of cash transfer and near cash programs using common ID platform to identify
beneficiaries and payment mechanism for payments: 0
• Percentage of accounts with use by recipient/beneficiary beyond a single withdrawal every
payment period: 0

www.ispatools.org
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How would you rate payment delivery of the WAITT
program?
Criteria

Description

Score

Cost of access
1.Accessibility

Appropriateness
Rights and dignity
Reliability

2. Robustness

Governance
Security

3. Integration
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Financial inclusion
Coordination
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How would you rate payment delivery of the WAITT
program?
Criteria

1.Accessibility

2. Robustness

3. Integration
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Description

Score

Cost of access

2

Appropriateness

1

Rights and dignity

2

Reliability

2

Governance

2

Security

1

Financial inclusion

1

Coordination

1
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Inventory of Social Protection
Payments
Quanita Khan – World Bank Group
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Introduction and Overview
OBJECTIVE:
• To create an inventory of payment systems delivery
mechanisms used in social protection G2P programs,
with a focus on providing comparable payments
systems for cash transfers payment KPIs
• The develop indicators that relate to the basic
parameters of the main social protection cash transfer
in each country, its payment delivery mechanism/s and
the payments environment.
• The inventory will collect primarily quantitative field
data covering approximately 30 metrics.
www.ispatools.org

Inventory Snapshot – Payments Environment
Payments Environment

45,00
40,00

•
•
•
•

GDP
HDI
% Adults with accounts
% Adults belonging to the poorest 40%
with accounts
• % population covered by mobile
network; who own a mobile phone
• % of Adults receiving transfers in the
past year, by government(G2P) (as %
of all adults)

35,00
30,00
25,00
20,00
15,00
10,00
5,00
0,00
5. % Adults with accounts(15+)

6. % Adults with accounts(women)
Morocco
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Egypt

7. % Adults belonging to the poorest 40% with accounts

Inventory Snapshot – Social Protection Payments
Social Protection Program Payments
Program
name

• Program name, implementing
institution, SPL areas
• Program objectives, beneficiaries,
targeting, geographic focus
• Number of payments made, recipient
details, number of payments
• PSP selection and contracting

Implementing
Institution

Program
Category

MNREGA
(Mahatma
Ministry of
Gandhi
Rural
National
Cash
Short-term
G=Geographic
Development
National
Rural
transfers Employment
al
Government of
Employment
India
Guarantee
Act)

Ministry of
Social
Cash
Samurdhi
Empowerment transfers
& Welfare
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Does the
Average
Primary
program
Main objective Geographi
Number of
Number of
targeting method have
c focus
payments beneficiaries paid
(from CODI)
conditio
made per year
ns

Poverty
alleviation

National

M=Income/
Means

Yes

Payment
made every
14 days of
work for a
total 100
days of work

No
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182 million

1.48 million

Inventory Snapshot – Payment Delivery Mechanism
Payment Delivery Mechanisms
• Payment Approach
• PSP Structure
• Payment Instrument
• Scope of Financial Services
provided
• Details of payment
touchpoints
• Payment Authentication,
transaction and reconciliation
approaches

Country

Mexico

Bangladesh
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Payment
Service
Provider

Payment
Mechanism

Payment
instrument

Payment
Approach

Encashment
Rules

Account

Is there access
to other
financial
services
through the
payment
mechanism?

State Bank

Electronic Payment Card Electronic
Partnership
Magstripe debit
card

Partial
encashment
permitted Bank account
without
restrictions

YES

Post Office

Electronic Payment Card Electronic
Partnership
Magstripe debit
card

Partial
encashment
permitted
without
restrictions

YES

E-money
account

Inventory Countries
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS:
SUBMIT YOUR
QUESTION IN THE
GOTOWEBINAR
CHAT BAR!

Keep the conversation going
using #ISPA_payments
www.ispatools.org

Speaker: HARISH NATARAJAN
(Lead Financial Sector Specialist, WGB)

Speaker: CAROLINE PULVER
(Financial inclusion and Payments
Expert, WBG Consultant)

`
Speaker: QUANITA KHAN
(G2P Payments Expert, WBG Consultant)
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WHATS NEXT?
COMING SOON
 Inventory of SP Payments delivery
mechanisms: 30 metrics in 40
countries
UPCOMING WEBINARS
- Early 2017 – Main Findinds of
inventory of SP Payments
- ISPA SP Payments tool in French!

follow us @ISPA_tools
www.ispatools.org
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TO STAY UP TO DATE ON
THE ISPA TOOL WEBINAR SERIES

follow socialprotection.org on social media:

follow us @ISPA_tools
www.ispatools.org

Thank you for joining the
How to use the tool for successful
delivery of SP payments?
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